
Rhodes Bridge Festival 
Open Pairs &Teams Stratified  

2018

Promoter DOPAR –
(authority of municipality of Rhodes)
The event is hosted by the HBF –
Hellenic Bridge Federation



Dear Bridge players and HBF supporters, 

International Extreme Games Federation®, under the aegis of  HBF-Hellenic Bridge 

Federation with the support of  Bridge Club of Rhodes and  the Municipality of

Rhodes, are hosting and organizing Rhodes Bridge Festival Open Pairs & teams

Stratified from Friday 4th to Monday 7th of May 2018 in Rhodes Island ,Greece.

We here at Hellenic Bridge Federation and the Organizing  Committee of Bridge

Club of Rhodes would like to extend this official invitation to all teams, members and

bridge players around the world. 

We are looking forward to welcome everyone to this unique and highly anticipated

world event. Together we can make it a great experience!

Thank you all for your support, conservation and development given to Bridge, the

intellectual sport the “Sport of Mind” as it reforms nowadays.

Respectfully, 

the President of H.B.F. 11th March, 2018



Rhodes Bridge Festival –

Open Pairs & teams Stratified 

date time game

Friday
4 May

20:00 1st pairs
session 

Saturday 
5 May

19:00 2nd pairs
session

Sunday  
6 May

11:00 3d pairs
session

Sunday 
6  May

19:30 1st team 
session

Monday 
7 May

20:00 2nd team 
session

Entry fees
Open pairs per person for 3 days:30 €
Open teams per team for 2 days :80 €

Prizes & Medals
Extreme Games offers to the winners:
Medals for each category
Money prizes will be  given depending on the 
participations.



Prices per person for 4 nights 

* double room triple room 

5* H.B. 300 € 300 €

4* A.I. 260 € 260 €

•Important notes: 

* Accomodation prices are per person, NOT per room for 4 nights !
* All inclusive base : breakfast, lunch, dinner, drinks & snacks
* HB base: breakfast,  dinner
* All  rates are in Euros 
* Extreme Games provides by certified therapist  a massage session to each 
participant. 

Pre-register:
It is wise to pre-register on line or you can ask for the

registration form to be sent to you via e-mail
info@extremegames.gr

Resort fee
Depending on the hotel status, the resort fee is from 1,5 to
4,00 euro per room, per night.

mailto:info@extremegames.gr


 The promoter has agreed and
signed a contract with an
accommodation company. The
company has already paid the
accommodation for all
delegations so for your
accommodation, deal only with
this company. Players that will not
respect this term and book
accommodation by themselves,
cannot take part in the festival!

 Transfer costs 5 euro per
person.

 Kindly inform in advance if you
will be needing transfer services
from the Airport or Port to the
hotel and vice versa and from the
hotel of accommodation to the
festival area



What to do when you first arrive:

 All players will need to settle their accommodation

payment in order to proceed to the next steps. No credit 

cards or cheques will be accepted. Make sure you have exact 

cash with you. 

How to arrive in Rhodes :
 frequent flights exist connecting  Athens to Rhodes island. The 

airport is connected to both main Greek cities and to the major 
European cities more commonly through connection flights from  
Athens. 

 Rhodes cost is located approximately less than 20 km from 
the Turkish cost.  Ferries exist connecting Turkish cost from 
Marmaris to Rhodes cost.

Also there are ferries connections from Athens, Piraeus port 
to Rhodes port(12 hour trip). 

Information- Inquiries kindly contact :

 regarding Bridge Festival :

Mr. Emmanuel Ramos +30 693 2353 311 
manosrms@gmail.com

 regarding accommodation :

info@extremegames.gr

We are kindly asking for your cooperation in order to make this 

a successful event.  Please make sure that you read all terms and 
information carefully. 

mailto:manosrms@gmail.com


The island of God Sun and God Apollo, the island of Colossus and the knights, the

island with centuries of history, a crossway between nations and civilizations, the

homeland of many Olympic champions and philosophers, the emerald isle of

unparalleled natural beauty, superb light and unique hospitality, a luxurious place

for vacations offering you whatever you wish…

The island of Rhodes is situated in the South Aegean Sea. It is the largest island in

the Dodecanese and the fourth in Greece after Crete, Evia and Lesvos (Lesbos). It has

a long history, a rich natural environment, beautiful beaches and modern tourist

facilities, elements that have for decades made it a one of the most popular tourist

destinations both nationally and worldwide.

The island of Rhodes is oblong and has the shape of a spear edge. Located about

460 kilometers southeast of Athens, 380 km west of Cyprus and 18 km southwest of

Turkey. Its length is 77 km, width 37 km and total area of 1,401 square kilometers

(1,408,749 acres). It has 253 kilometers of coastline. The island can be described as

mountainous with the highest mountains the Atavyros (1210 meters), the Artamyti

(825 meters) and the Prophet Ilias (800 meters).

Rhodes is the largest of the Dodecanese islands The island can be reached both by air
or sea.
Rhodes has an International Airport, “Diagoras”, located in Paradisi, 14 km south-
west from Rhodes town and is the third largest airport in the country for
international traffic.
The port of Rhodes fulfills all the specifications to function as a cruise “home port”,
thus making the island of Rhodes an entry or exit point for cruises in the
Mediterranean.
The inhabitants of Rhodes speak except from the Greek language mostly English,
and many of them know other languages like German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Russian and others.
The official currency is the euro.
The weather on the island is clear and sunny all year round. Air temperature in May is +

19°/25° C.

Useful links:
http://www.rhodes.gr/
http://www.rhodes-hospital.gr/
https://www.rho-airport.gr/en/
https://www.gtp.gr/TDirectoryDetails.asp?ID=2183&lng=1


